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The ancient art of body painting takes on new life in this collection of attractive tattoos. Included are

4 large henna-colored designs depicting clusters of flowers and leafy tendrils.
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I was expecting an actual book of floral tattoo designs. It is actually a booklet with 4 rub-on transfer

tattoos. The tattoos stayed on for at least 2 weeks which is amazing for a rub on. However the

designs themselves are too intricate to copy using henna kit (the lines are very small) Not what I

expected, but for what i payed and the quality, very pleased.

I ordered these on a whim because I have been looking into trying out henna paste but didn't want

to deal with the messiness of it, I can't draw well, etc. These had a special going on  for buy 3 and

get one free so I said "why not"? I am a brown skinned person so I wasn't sure if they would show

up well but I couldn't have been more wrong. The reddish/dark brown colors of the temporary

tattoos shows up very well on my skin and the designs are intricately detailed, just like a real henna

tattoo. You just cut the design out, remove the plastic film, put a few drops of water on the back of

the card and press onto a clean, dry place on your skin and hold for about 30 seconds. There is an

invisible piece that holds the design but it can barely be seen on the skin, especially after a day. I



have used about 4 of them so far, and each one lasts approximately 3-4 days with no harsh

scrubbing while in the shower. As a matter of fact, I avoid that part of my skin altogether. These are

a great price for what they are. I am not disappointed. :)

I had an arabian nights party at my house and offered these tattoos to all guests... the hype was

incredible and the joy and laughter we got out of this was remarkable. They are very easy to use

and design is quite pretty and held up really well. 4 days later and mine still looks great. I would

highly recommend this and will definately use this product again.

CAVEAT EMPTOR: BUYER BEWARE...Yes I see NOW, that if only I had viewed the enlarged

cover image of this item, IT says these are merely 4 tattoo DESIGNS/transfers, but the

heading/listing of the item as "(Paperback)" made me think this was a small book which I was

ordering.It's not exactly a LIE, but .. it definitely is a little tricky.I should have explored more carefully

to see that the title is actually not a book title, but the description.I guess that was my mistake, but

I'm just saying, be aware that YOU ARE BUYING STICK ONS, NOT A BOOK.In any case, the

designs are pretty.. and I applaud the artist, Anna Pomaska, for getting her art "out there" and

helping to spread the word about the beauty of Henna and Henna Design work...=)So.. thumbs up

for Anna. The product is nice too.But, boo for such meager marketing tactics. In the Editorial

Review, they could state some additonal info, such as how to apply the stick-ons or how long they

last, and expound on the fact that in truth, this is NOT a "(Paperback)", but rather some stickers

between a cardboard folder...I'm just saying.In fact it does the product a dis-service to not fully

explain CLEARLY what it is.

this is not a paperback book filled with designs for a person to learn and copy. this is a pamphlet of

4 henna stick on tattoos.my mistake was not actually looking at the picture where it clearly states "4

safe, waterproof designs".. i thought i was getting a book. the company could make that a little more

apparent, but for 1 dollar and 60 cents its exactly what i should have expected.the tattoos are very

simple floral designs... 3 of the 4 are shown on the cover. the 4th isnt so different from the ones

shown.i wouldnt purchase this again, but i would recommend the company to someone looking for

something like this.. shipping was super fast which is also a plus.i let my 4 yr old daughter have

them and she was pretty stoked. they came out nice on the skin too.. none of that clumping/wet

peel-i-ness stuff.



This is a small book to begin with (approx. 4"x6"), and the two pages that contain the "tattoos" are

even smaller yet; they are the height of the book and 3" wide. Know what you are getting to avoid

disappointment.I put one one on top of my foot and messed up the edge because I didn't get my

hands completely dry before applying. However, it wasn't that noticeable, and the transfer looked

great. It lasted for over a week until I was crawling across the carpet and rubbed some of it off. Easy

removal: any kind of tape.

These are NOT real Henna tattoos, but loaded with chemicals that you really don't want to put on

your body. I returned these as soon as I read the "ingredients". Henna is not listed, but varnish is!

False Advertising!

I bought these for my friends wedding now I have to admit I have had temporary tattoos before and

by the end of the night they have already rubbed off or came off in the water. When I wore these

tattoos I was so worried that they would be gone by the end of the night. They stayed on and didn't

rub off. Even in water they stayed on.
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